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Insight. Innovation. Transformation.

For pharmacies, margins are tight and every 
dollar counts. If inventory is inaccurate, waste can 
dramatically increase costs and reduce revenue when 
there is not enough inventory on hand for patients. 
But accurate inventory management is complex 
and time-intensive due to the complex nature of 
drug distribution and the many variables inherent in 
pharmacy management. 

Chain pharmacies require timely, analytics-based 
insights into inventory to make the data-driven 
decisions to optimize inventory and allow their 
businesses to thrive. 
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Customizable 
Control for Precision 
Pharmacy Inventory 
Management

An analytics-driven inventory 
management system, fully 
integrated with EPS, which helps 
you manage and track inventory 
at a store or corporate level 

Timely Inventory Insight

Turn Rx provides pharmacies 
with a comprehensive inventory 
management solution that 
leverages predictive analytics, 
timely data, and fully customizable 
algorithms to deliver precision 
control over inventory—all in a 
single, easy-to-use tool. 

The streamlined user interface 
allows chain administrators to 
easily monitor inventory at all 
locations and schedule inventory-
related tasks, such as cycle 
counts, that integrate into existing 
workflow processes. 

When cycle counts are initiated, 
pharmacies receive automated 
inventory count alerts, integrated 
as workflow tasks, allowing for 
the continual, accurate, and rapid 
assessment of inventory without 
needing more staff. 

Simplify and Organize Inventory

The Turn Rx Perpetual Inventory 
module lets you clearly view your 
inventory landscape in real time 
with our informative, customizable 
dashboard. Paperless back-
end reporting helps keep you 
informed.

Turn Rx Theft Detection provides 
detailed reporting for high-risk 
stores, GPIs, and users to help 
prevent theft.

Turn Rx Transfers allows 
pharmacies to take control of 
unused inventory and automates 
the movement of that inventory 
to locations that are actively 
dispensing. 

Transfers are created based 
on proven business factors to 
optimize inventory levels, increase 
annual turns, and reduce frozen 
capital. They can be automated 
from pharmacy to pharmacy 
or from pharmacy to central 
fill locations. A customizable 
algorithm identifies and suggests 
transfers for stale and nonmoving 
inventory, partial bottles, or 
overstock. 

Data-Driven Decisions  

Turn Rx Order Points uses a 
customizable algorithm to provide 
centralized, automated order 
point management. 

An order point simulator helps 
configure the system based on 
business needs and tests the 
generated order points prior 
to sending them to the field. 
Order points are integrated 
with dispensing systems via web 
services for nearly real-time 
precision control over inventory 
ordering levels. 

Turn Rx Detect provides intelligent 
auditing to evaluate and identify 
drug diversion and outlier 
behavior based on known risk 
factors. A customizable Detect 
algorithm provides precision 
control over how risk factors are 
applied to identified variances.  

All functions of the Turn Rx 
inventory management solution 
are readily integrated with your 
wholesaler of choice.
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About Change Healthcare

Change Healthcare (Nasdaq: CHNG) is a leading independent healthcare technology 
company, focused on insights, innovation and accelerating the transformation of 
the U.S. healthcare system through the power of the Change Healthcare Platform. 
We provide data and analytics-driven solutions to improve clinical, financial, 
administrative, and patient engagement outcomes in the U.S. healthcare system.


